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• Albanian Railways is implementing National strategy for Integration
• The NSDI III 2023-2030 emphasizes the human development in ALB
• The railway transport has been carrying out actual EU programs on:
  • EU Woman in transport and Woman in Technology, and RAIL EUROPE
  • The gender balance is being assessed through the Economic reforms
• The ERP has been adopting the Railway rehabilitation at connectivity
• The sustainable and smart mobility strategy for the Western Balkans
• Its cross-cutting aspects in the EU Rail Europe activities & Innovation
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• The critical infrastructure protection project emphasize the Security
• Security of Women working in railway transport and infrastructure
• The ITS/ERTMS/VTMIS implementing with the ITS for railway strategy
• The T- training, S- Studies, I- Institutional development, L- Legal basis
• The security of women in the railway infrastructure projects ongoing
• Contract with the main railway project, links Durres Port-TIA- PTT
• Smart mobility in monitoring the Key performance indicators KPI
• Infrastructure development strategy incl. Security plan for Women
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Actual programs where Security of Woman in the Railway environment for transport sector in the implementation:

- Mid term Budget program 2024-2026 included railway development project with Woman security
- Security Raising capacity program through the Priority policy documents 2025-2027 in Railways
- The economic reform program with impacts in Railway woman security through ERP, and social, health, safety & security, environmental plans ESIA
- Deployment of intelligent transport systems and telematics application using real time information
- National plan for EU integration of Albania with the EU, national, regional Rail security for women
- The TCT social Plan with social forum and rights
- The Rail Europe program on innovation in railways
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- The safer and green railway transport operations are assessed in AL
- The Security for Woman is promoting in railways and being enforced

**Monitoring process (SMS)**
- Interoperability constituents and security risk management

**QMS / Human development**
- Research and innovation in security plans for woman in rail

**Capital sources through the ERP**
- Allocation of capital investment and raising woman security levels
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SMART analysis + Critical infrastructure → Removing bottlenecks

The ITS deploy systems
- Raising security levels
- Research academia R&D&I

Transport training centers and harmonizing the qualifications
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The Albanian Railways’ allocation of responsibilities to the Railway undertakings

Railway Safety Authority

-National Authority of Investigation of Railway and Maritime Accidents and Incidents (AKIAIHD)
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Guideline no. 5 of 03.02.2022 of the Minister of Infrastructure and Energy, “On the program, training, testing and issuance of certificate for safety advisers in the transport of dangerous goods and respective tariffs”:

Establishes the professional training program, the method of training and evaluation, and the format and validity of the professional training certificate for security advisors.
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- Safety/security in the SMS systems
- Quality management systems and the ISO 55000 and ISO 27001
- Railway rolling stock drivers (gender balance)
- HR performance bonuses for KPIs
- Actual actions through the cross sectoral strategies, counter-terrorism incl. transport of dangerous goods
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Questions?

Thank You!